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“Canada’s natural heritage is an integral part of our national identity and history”
(SARA, Preamble)

• Purpose

• Prevent wildlife species in Canada from 

disappearing

• Provide for recovery of wildlife species that 

are extirpated, endangered, or threatened

• Manage species of special concern
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SPECIES AT RISK ACT (SARA)



• Based in the ‘precautionary principle’ 

• “Environmental measures must anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of environmental 
degradation. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific 
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental 
degradation.” – Supreme Court of Canada in Spraytech, 2001 SCC 40 

• “In preparing a recovery strategy, action plan or management plan, the competent minister must 
consider the commitment of the Government of Canada to conserving biological diversity and to the 
principle that, if there are threats of serious or irreversible damage to the listed wildlife species, 
cost-effective measures to prevent the reduction or loss of the species should not be postponed for 
a lack of full scientific certainty” – SARA, s. 38

• “We recognize that … lack of full scientific certainty must not be used as a reason to delay 
measures to avoid or minimize threats to species at risk” – National Accord for the Protection of 
Species at Risk
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SARA (CONT.)



• Federal lands → Canada’s oceans and 

waterways, national parks, wildlife areas and 

migratory bird sanctuaries, military training 

areas, First Nations reserve lands

• Provincial lands

• Federally-managed species → aquatic species 

and migratory birds

• By order of the federal Minister pursuant to s. 34 

of SARA
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WHERE DOES SARA APPLY? 



• Species at risk are ‘listed’ in Schedule 1 of SARA

• Extirpated → a wildlife species that no longer exists in the wild in Canada, 
but exists elsewhere in the wild

• Endangered → a wildlife species that is facing imminent extirpation or 
extinction

• Threatened → a wildlife species that is likely to become endangered if 
nothing is done to reverse the factors leading to its extirpation or extinction

• Special concern → a wildlife species that may become threatened or 
endangered because of a combination of biological characteristics and 
identified threats

• Over 600 species are listed under SARA → more than 200 of 
those are found in British Columbia
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LISTING SPECIES UNDER SARA



• COSEWIC → independent experts assess species to determine 

whether they are at risk

• Anyone can apply to COSEWIC for a species assessment

• COSEWIC makes:

1. an assessment based on best available scientific research, community 

knowledge, and traditional Indigenous knowledge

2. recommendation to Cabinet as to whether a species should be listed

• Cabinet has 9 months to make a determination, otherwise the Minister 

must list the species
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HOW DOES A SPECIES BECOME LISTED UNDER SARA?



• Prohibitions → Once a species is listed, it becomes illegal to kill, harass, capture or harm it 

in any way or to damage or destroy its residence

• Offences

• For corporations → fines of up to $1 million

• For non-profits → fines of up to $250,000

• For individuals → fines of up to $250,000 and/or imprisonment of up to 5 years 
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WHAT’S THE EFFECT OF BEING LISTED IN SCHEDULE 1?

Endangered, threatened or extirpated Where do the prohibitions apply?

Any listed species Federal lands

Migratory birds Federal, provincial, or private lands

Aquatic species Federal, provincial, or private lands



• Must be developed for each listed species

• Prepared in consultation with provincial and federal authorities, wildlife management boards, Indigenous groups

• Long timelines → 1 or 2 years for recovery strategies, action plan timelines are determined in each recovery strategy

• Serve as scientific advice for government decision-makers and project proponents

• Skibsted v Canada (Environment and Climate Change), 2021 FC 416

• The Bank Swallow was listed as threatened in 2017

• A proposed recovery strategy should have been posted in 2019, but had not been developed by 2021

• The applicants applied to compel the Minister to develop and publish a recovery strategy and action plan

• The applicants did not succeed due to lack of standing, as they were not directly affected by the Minister’s failure and 
did not have a ‘genuine interest’ in the matter

• The Bank Swallow recovery strategy was released on June 6, 2021
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RECOVERY STRATEGIES & ACTION PLANS



• A key component of any recovery strategy is the identification 
of a species’ critical habitat – the habitat that is necessary for the 
survival or recovery of a listed wildlife species

• Environmental Defence Canada v Canada (Fisheries and 
Oceans), 2009 FC 878

• Environmental groups filed a lawsuit against the federal Minister of 
Fisheries and Oceans for refusing to identify the critical habitat of the 
Nooksack dace, an endangered fish 

• The groups argued that the Minister’s failure to identify critical habitat in 
the recovery strategy represented a refusal to enforce SARA

• The Court found that the government must identify critical habitat to the 
greatest extent possible, and cannot use scientific uncertainty to delay 
critical habitat identification
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RECOVERY STRATEGIES & ACTION PLANS (CONT.)



“Recognizing that … responsibility for the conservation of wildlife in Canada is shared 

among the governments in this country and that it is important for them to work 

cooperatively to pursue the establishment of complementary legislation and programs 

for the protection and recovery of species at risk in Canada” (SARA, Preamble)

• Canada-BC Agreement on Species at Risk 2005

• Framework for Canada and BC to exercise their respective powers for species at risk protection 

and recovery in BC

• Allows information sharing between jurisdictions for federally and provincially managed species
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INTERACTION OF BC & CANADA’S REGIMES
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HOW DOES SARA AFFECT PROJECTS?

Does SARA 

apply?

Are there listed 

species in the 

project area?

Is a federal 

Impact 

Assessment 

required?

What mitigation 

and monitoring 

measures are 

needed?

YES

Consider relevant 

recovery strategies 

and action plans, s. 

11 agreements

Is a s. 73 permit 

required?

Notify Minister

Mitigation and 

monitoring

YES YES

YES

Resource for BC 

Projects → BC 

Species & Ecosystems 

Explorer



• SARA Section 11 Agreements → Ministers may enter these agreements for the benefit of a 
species at risk

• SARA Section 73 Permits → authorize activities affecting a listed species or its habitat

• Permitted purposes

• Scientific research relating to conservation;

• The activity benefits the species or is required to enhance its survival; or

• Affecting the species is incidental to the activity

• Pre-conditions

• All reasonable alternatives have been considered & best solution has been adopted

• All feasible measures will be taken to minimize impact

• The activity will not jeopardize the survival or recovery of the species
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HOW DOES SARA AFFECT PROJECTS? (CONT.)



• Where a federal Impact Assessment is required, proponents must notify Minister in 

writing if the project is likely to affect a listed species

• Identify the adverse effects of the project on any species listed in Schedule 1 or their habitat

• If project is approved, measures must be taken to avoid or lessen and monitor the adverse effects
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HOW DOES SARA AFFECT PROJECTS? (CONT.)



• Transmountain Expansion Project (TMX)

• TMX obtained a section 73 permit to salvage and 

relocate Oregon Forestsnails

• Permit authorizes controlled experimental short-

distance relocation of snails, snail-specific 

exclusion fencing, and monitoring of survival rates 

and movements 

• Aim is to assess methods to reduce impacts on 

the snail where construction or management 

activities occur
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EXAMPLE: SECTION 73 PERMIT



• Yahey v British Columbia, 2021 BCSC 1287 

• The Supreme Court of British Columbia found that the Blueberry 
River First Nation’s treaty rights were infringed when their right to 
meaningfully hunt, fish and trap within their traditional territory 
was significantly diminished by the cumulative impacts of 
industrial developments within their territory 

• The Court considered the 2011 Boreal Caribou Recovery 
Implementation Plan when determining the Province had not 
demonstrated adequate wildlife protection and management in 
the Blueberry Claim Area 

• The government opted for an Implementation Plan instead of 
listing the caribou as a species at risk under SARA in 2011, 
however, the Minister has yet to finalize and adopt the plan 
drafted and made public in 2017
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NOTABLE CASES (CONT.)



• R v The Lake Louise Ski Area Ltd, 2020 ABQB 422 

• In 2013, Lake Louise Ski Resort unlawfully cut down and 
damaged Whitebark Pines, a species listed as endangered under 
Schedule 1 of SARA 

• Lake Louise pled guilty to the offence, of killing and endangered 
species under s. 97(1) of SARA and incurred a penalty of $2.1 
million dollars

• $1.6 million under SARA

• $500,000 under the Canadian National Parks Act

• $40,600 for a remediation order

• These fines were deemed fit sentences by the Judge on appeal
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NOTABLE CASES (CONT.)



• Morton v Canada (Fisheries and Oceans), 2019 FC 143

• The applicants challenged the Federal Minister of Fisheries 

and Oceans’ policy of not testing for Piscine Orthoreovirus

(PRV) prior to issuing fish transfer licences

• Under SARA, 8 kinds sockeye salmon are endangered, 2 are 

threatened, and 5 are species of special concern 

• The court found that the policy was unreasonable as it 

derogated from the precautionary principle and failed to 

consider the health of wild Pacific salmon
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NOTABLE CASES (CONT.)



• Thomas and Saik’uz First Nation v Rio Tinto Alcan Inc, 2022 

BCSC 15 

• The Kenney Dam blocks a natural flow of water to the Nechako River and 

has caused a substantial decline in the endangered Nechako White 

Sturgeon 

• The Government of Canada did not develop a recovery strategy for 4 

years after the SARA deadline, and failed to ever develop an action plan

• Canada’s delay in developing a recovery strategy and action plan helped 

ground the Judge’s declaration that:

• the plaintiffs have an Aboriginal right to fish in the Nechako River watershed, 

and 

• both the provincial and federal governments have an obligation to protect that 

Aboriginal right as an incident to the honor of the Crown
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NOTABLE CASES



• A number of caribou subpopulations are listed 

in Schedule 1, including the threatened 

Southern Mountain population resident in 

British Columbia and Alberta

• Threats → habitat loss

• Different approaches to recovery in British 

Columbia, Alberta and Quebec
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CASE STUDY 1: WOODLAND CARIBOU



“Recognizing that … the roles of the aboriginal peoples of Canada 
and of wildlife management boards established under land claims 

agreements in the conservation of wildlife in this country are 
essential” (SARA, Preamble)

• Multi-Governmental Agreements (February 2020)

• Canada-British Columbia Conservation Agreement for Southern Mountain 
Caribou 

• Partnership Agreement for the Conservation of the Southern Mountain 
Caribou

• Implementation

• June 2019 → interim moratorium on new resource development in 
Northeastern BC

• Litigation on predator management
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CASE STUDY 1: WOODLAND CARIBOU (BC)



• Alberta

• Alberta Wilderness Association et al v Minister of Environment and Climate Change (Federal 

Court, 2019)

• Ecojustice (on behalf of several First Nations and environmental organizations) launched a suit to force the 

Minister to recommend placing five caribou herds in Northeastern Alberta under an emergency protection 

order pursuant to s. 61(3) of SARA

• Ecojustice discontinued the lawsuit in 2020 because the Minister promised to make the recommendation

• Federal government opted not to follow the Minister’s recommendation and opted instead to rely on a 

conservation agreement pursuant to s. 11 of SARA

• Agreement for the Conservation and Recovery of the Woodland Caribou in Alberta

• Cold Lake and Bistcho Lake Sub-regional plans 
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CASE STUDY 1: WOODLAND CARIBOU (AB)



• Federal deadline for Quebec to create an 

acceptable proposal for protecting 

woodland caribou and their habitat

• Potential next steps

1. Adoption of an emergency decree by Cabinet

2. SARA section 11 agreement
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CASE STUDY 1: WOODLAND CARIBOU (QB)



• Potential impacts of caribou recovery programs on project proponents

• Landscape level planning → defines where land-use activities can occur and for how long

• Example → Alberta’s Cold Lake Sub-regional Plan includes a detailed Access Management Plan

– Requirements for new roads in plan area

– Requirements for habitat reclamation in oil sands exploration activities

– Footprint reduction measures for petroleum and natural gas activities

• Habitat management → constrains activities, reduces access to sensitive habitat, requires 
restoration measures

• Example → Nikanese Wah Tzee Stewardship Society habitat restoration project in Klinse-za caribou herd 
territory

– Will restore about 7,865 hectares of habitat adjacent to a road to a pre-disturbance state
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CASE STUDY 1: WOODLAND CARIBOU (CONT.)



• SRKW are listed as endangered under Schedule 1 of SARA → fewer than 80 individuals

• Threats → prey availability, toxins, acoustic disturbance
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CASE STUDY 2: SOUTHERN RESIDENT KILLER 

WHALES (SRKW)



• Transmountain Expansion Project

• 2016 → National Energy Board (NEB) Report #1 finds project-related marine shipping would result in 

adverse effects on SRKW, but was not regulated by NEB

• 2017 → Canada-NEB-TMX Memorandum of Understanding coordinates responses to NEB conditions 

regarding SRKW

• 2018 → in Tsleil-Waututh Nation v Canada the Federal Court of Appeal directed NEB to reconsider 

project-related shipping and the application of SARA

• 2019 → NEB Report #2 included 156 project conditions, 16 recommendations to the government 

regarding marine shipping; TMX approved for a second time
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CASE STUDY 2: SRKW (CONT.)



• Current multijurisdictional approach 

• Enhancing Cetacean Habitat and Observation 
(ECHO) Program

• Multijurisictional approach to reduce cumulative 
effects of shipping on whales throughout the 
southern coast of British Columbia

• Government of Canada 2022 Measures

• Department of Fisheries and Oceans → fishing 
restrictions and voluntary measures

• Transport Canada → whale observation 
distances, slow-down zones, sanctuary zones

• Working group on contaminants
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CASE STUDY 2: SRKW (CONT.)



• ECHO Program – 2022 Swiftsure Bank voluntary 
ship slowdown trial 

• Swiftsure Bank is a known foraging area within the critical 
habitat of the SRKW

• Underwater noise is one of the key threats to the SRKW 
as it interferes with their ability to hunt, navigate, and 
communicate

• Voluntary vessel slowdown in collaboration with 
government agencies, Indigenous communities, the 
maritime transportation industry, and environmental groups

• One of three underwater noise reduction initiatives by the 
ECHO program → since 2017, sound intensity reduced up 
to 55% in key foraging areas
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RECENT APPROACHES TO SPECIES RECOVERY



• Persistent apathy toward biodiversity conservation may 

increasingly become the subject of federal scrutiny 

• Could attract federal impositions upon provincial jurisdiction by 

way of federal orders for species and habitat protection under 

SARA on provincial lands

• SARA application not limited to federal lands 

• In Le Group Maison Candiac Inc. v Canada (Attorney General), 

2020 FCA 88, the court held that a SARA Emergency Order for the 

Protection of the Western Chorus Frog was constitutionally 

applicable to provincial land
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KEY TAKEAWAYS 



• Responsibilities of proponents under SARA

• Identify adverse effects of their projects on any Schedule 1 listed species and/or their critical 
habitats

• Take measures consistent with applicable recovery strategies and action plans to avoid, lessen, and 
monitor effects on listed species and their critical habitats when carrying out approved projects 
(including permits

• Best practice to also consider species currently under consideration for addition to Schedule 1, 
COSEWIC candidate list, and provincially and territorially listed species at risk

• Expect Indigenous Participation: 

UNDRIP Action Plan: “Collaborate with Indigenous partners on issues related to conservation and 
biodiversity in B.C., including the protection of species at risk. (Ministry of Land, Water and Resource 
Stewardship)” (s. 2.8)
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KEY TAKEAWAYS (CONT.)



QUESTIONS?
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